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SrHo2O4 is a geometrically frustrated magnet in which the magnetic Ho
3+ ions form honeycomb
layers connected through a network of zigzag chains. At low-temperature two distinct types of
short-range magnetic order can be inferred from single crystal diffraction data, collected using both
polarized and unpolarized neutrons. In the (hk0) plane the diffuse scattering is most noticeable
around the k = 0 positions and its intensity rapidly increases at temperatures below 0.7 K. In addi-
tion, planes of diffuse scattering at Q = (hk±l
2
) are visible at temperatures as high as 4.5 K. These
planes coexist with the broad peaks of diffuse scattering in the (hk0) plane at low-temperatures.
Correlation lengths associated with the broad peaks are L ≈ 150 A˚ in the a-b plane and L ≈ 190 A˚
along c axis, while the correlation length associated with the diffuse scattering planes is L ≈ 230 A˚
along the c axis at the lowest temperature. Both types of diffuse scattering are elastic in nature.
The highly unusual coexistance of the two types of diffuse scattering in SrHo2O4 is likely to be the
result of the presence of two crystallographically inequivalent sites for Ho3+ in the unit cell.
PACS numbers: 75.25.-j, 75.50.Ee, 75.47.Lx
I. INTRODUCTION
The term magnetic frustration describes the inabil-
ity of a magnetic system to satisfy all the compet-
ing interactions in order to establish a unique ground
state.1–3 In the presence of antiferromagnetic exchange
interactions, magnets based on corner- or edge-sharing
triangles4 or tetrahedra5 can exhibit geometric frustra-
tion. Common examples of systems in which frustration
plays a fundamental role in establishing highly degener-
ate ground states and low-temperature properties such
as reduced critical temperatures include the kagome,6,7
pyrochlore5,8 and garnet9,10 structures. New magnets
which exhibit the effects of geometric frustration are con-
stantly being discovered. The behaviour of these systems
is often complex, with many magnets remaining disor-
dered down to very low-temperatures - traditional exam-
ples being spin liquids11,12 and spin glasses.13,14
In this paper we report on an investigation of single
crystal samples of SrHo2O4, a compound that displays no
long-range order down to 0.05 K. More intriguingly, there
appears to be two distinct types of short-range magnetic
order coexisting in this material, which has no chemi-
cal instability or phase separation. SrHo2O4 belongs to
the SrLn2O4 (where Ln = Lanthanide) family of com-
pounds,15 which crystallise in the form of calcium fer-
rite,16 space group Pnam. This allows the magnetic Ln
ions to be linked in a network of triangles and hexagons,
as shown in Fig. 1, with two crystallographically inequiv-
alent sites of the rare earth ions shown in red and blue.
We believe that it is likely that the two different types of
short-range order observed in SrHo2O4 can be attributed
to the two different sites for the Ho3+ ions in the unit cell.
For all the SrLn2O4 systems the magnetic ions form
zigzag chains that run along the c axis. These triangular
FIG. 1: (Color online) Magnetic sublattice of SrLn2O4 com-
pounds, with the two crystallographically inequivalent posi-
tions of the rare earth ions shown in different colors. When
viewed in the a-b plane, honeycombs of the Ln3+ ions are
visible. Zigzag chains running along the c axis connect the
honeycomb layers and give rise to geometric frustration. The
box indicates the dimensions of the unit cell.
ladders can be frustrated, and are magnetically equiv-
alent to one-dimensional chains with first- and second-
nearest-neighbour interactions. The chains of Ln3+ ions
interconnect by forming a distorted honeycomb structure,
a bipartite lattice made up of edge sharing hexagons,
in the a-b plane. The honeycomb lattice would only
be frustrated if further neighbor exchange is consid-
ered, but receives substantial theoretical interest since
it has the smallest possible coordination number in two-
dimensions.17–19 Thus for these systems quantum fluctu-
ations are expected to have a much larger effect on the
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2stability of magnetic order than, for example, for square
or triangular lattices. A number of honeycomb lattice
structures have been identified experimentally, includ-
ing the spin- 12 compound InCu 23 V
1
3
O3,
20,21 the spin- 32
systems Bi3Mn4O12(NO3)
22,23 and β−CaCr2O424,25 as
well as other systems with larger spins like BaLn2O4,
26
EuLn2O4
27 and SrLn2O4.
28
Bulk property measurements of geometrically frus-
trated systems usually reveal anomalous behaviour, such
as the presence of phase transitions at temperatures
much lower than expected from the strength of the ex-
change interactions. Magnetic susceptibility, χ(T ), mea-
sured on powder samples of all the SrLn2O4 compounds
has revealed a disparity in the measured Curie-Weiss con-
stants, θCW , and the lack of long-range order down to
1.8 K.28 SrEr2O4 and SrHo2O4 show cusps in single crys-
tal χ(T ) measurements at T = 0.62 K for SrHo2O4
29 and
at TN = 0.75 K for SrEr2O4,
29,30 and a λ-anomaly is ob-
served in the specific heat of SrYb2O4 at TN = 0.92 K.
31
In contrast, SrDy2O4 does not show any anomalies in
χ(T ) down to 0.5 K,29 and no λ-type transitions have
been observed in heat capacity measurements down to
0.39 K in zero applied field.32 Neutron diffraction on
powder samples of SrDy2O4 reveals only broad diffuse
scattering peaks and thus further corroborates the ap-
parent lack of long-range order at least down to 20 mK
for this compound.33
Low-temperature neutron diffraction studies of
SrYb2O4 point to unusual magnetic behaviour, where
the two inequivalent sites of the Yb3+ ion do not
appear to have the same value of the ordered moment.31
The magnetism in SrEr2O4 is equally unconventional
since powder neutron diffraction measurements indicate
that the transition to Ne´el order involves only half
of the Er3+ sites (either the red or blue sites in the
notation of Fig. 1).30 Polarized neutron studies on
single crystals of SrEr2O4 suggest that the long-range
ordered (k = 0) magnetic structure coexists with a
shorter-range incommensurate ordering that has a
pronounced low-dimensional character at temperatures
below TN = 0.75 K.
34 Neutron diffraction on powder
samples of SrHo2O4
35 appeared to indicate that a
similar situation arises in this compound, with distinct
long-range commensurate and shorter-range incommen-
surate magnetic structures present at low-temperatures.
As a result of refining the data collected at 0.045 K, a
magnetic structure with the propagation vector k = 0
was proposed, with only one of the crystallographically
inequivalent Ho3+ ions carrying a significant magnetic
moment. All of the moments in the refined long-range
structure point along the c axis in ferromagnetic chains,
with neighboring chains coupled antiferromagnetically.
In this paper we present the results of an investigation
into the nature of the magnetism in single crystal samples
of SrHo2O4 at low-temperatures. We have measured neu-
tron diffraction patterns for three orthogonal directions
in the reciprocal space of SrHo2O4. Our results indicate
that in SrHo2O4 two distinct types of short-range mag-
netic order arise from the two sites for the Ho3+ ions.
In the (hk0) plane, the first type of diffuse magnetic
scattering appears around positions with the propaga-
tion vector k = 0 below 0.7 K (with no long-range order
present in contrast to previous measurements on powder
samples of SrHo2O4). Whereas the second type of dif-
fuse scattering appears as planes of scattering intensity
at (hk±l2 ). These planes are seen as “rods” of scattering
intensity in both the (h0l) and (0kl) planes in recipro-
cal space at Q = (00 12 ) and symmetry related positions.
Therefore the second type of short-range order present in
this material is one-dimensional in real space. Thus two
members of the SrLn2O4 series, SrHo2O4 and SrEr2O4,
both show the coexistance of two types of magnetic or-
dering at low-temperatures, but SrEr2O4 has long- and
short-range components, whereas in SrHo2O4 both types
of magnetic correlations are short-ranged.
Careful studies of the correlation lengths (L) in
SrHo2O4 indicate that the diffuse scattering in the (hk0)
plane is correlated to L ≈ 150 A˚ in the a-b plane at
0.18 K, and to L ≈ 190 A˚ along the c axis at 0.16 K.
The scattering is mostly isotropic in reciprocal space.
The diffuse intensity planes have a correlation length of
L ≈ 230 A˚ along the c axis at 0.15 K. Finally by utilising
an energy analyser we were able to deduce that the dif-
fuse scattering in the (hk0) plane is purely elastic, while
the diffuse scattering that appears in planes along (00l)
is mostly elastic.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Large volume single crystals of SrHo2O4 were grown
using the floating zone method, with details of the pro-
cedure reported elsewhere.36 The samples were aligned
using the backscattering Laue technique and cut perpen-
dicular to the principal crystal axes, within an estimated
accuracy of 2◦ for the D7 measurements and within 1◦
for the WISH experiment. For the WISH experiment a
single 0.9 g sample of SrHo2O4 was fixed to an oxygen
free copper sample holder using Kwikfill resin. Two more
0.9 g samples of SrHo2O4 (one for each orientation) were
fixed to oxygen free copper sample holders using Kwikfill
resin during the D7 experiment; with equivalent sam-
ple mountings used for background measurements. For
the D10 experiment single crystal samples of SrHo2O4
(weighing 0.3 g and 0.1 g) were fixed to oxygen free cop-
per pins using Stycast resin.
Neutron diffraction measurements in the (hk0) scatter-
ing plane were made using the cold neutron WISH37 in-
strument at the ISIS facility (Rutherford Appleton Lab-
oratory, UK) in a range of temperatures from 0.05 to
1.5 K. WISH is equipped with a continuous array of posi-
tion sensitive 3He detectors that cover an angular range
of 10◦ < 2θ < 170◦. This provides the substantial Q-
space coverage required for single crystal experiments.
Depending on the experimental requirements the WISH
instrument resolution and flux can be tuned, and out of
3plane neutron detection is also possible.
The diffuse scattering spectrometer D738–40 (at the In-
stitut Laue-Langevin in Grenoble, France) with XYZ po-
larization analysis was used to collect neutron scattering
data for both (h0l) and (0kl) scattering planes in a range
of temperatures from 0.055 to 4.5 K. The D7 instrument
is equipped with 132 3He detectors which cover an an-
gular range of 4◦ < 2θ < 145◦. Throughout the exper-
iment cold neutrons monochromated to a wavelength of
3.1 A˚ were used, resulting in Q-space coverage of 0.14
to 3.91 A˚−1. A quartz standard was used for normalis-
ing the polarization efficiency and a vanadium standard
was used for normalising the detector efficiency of the
instrument. Scans were performed in which the crys-
tal was rotated about the vertical axis in steps of 1◦.
Six measurements required to carry out full XYZ po-
larization analysis were performed at each temperature
for both sample orientations. The reciprocal space maps
were constructed in the usual manner using standard D7
data reduction functions.
The high-flux single-crystal diffractometer D10 (lo-
cated on a thermal neutron guide at the Institute Laue-
Langevin in Grenoble, France) was used in the four-circle
dilution refrigerator mode to collect precise neutron scat-
tering data. The sample pins were attached to the Eu-
lerian cradle inside a helium flow cryostat with the di-
lution option to allow scanning along all reciprocal lat-
tice directions at low-temperature. A vertically focusing
pyrolytic graphite (PG) (002) monochromator gave an
incident wavelength of 2.36 A˚, with the half-wavelength
contamination suppressed by a PG filter. A vertically
focussing PG analyser was used to give improved reso-
lution and suppressed background for some of the mea-
surements. The two-dimensional area detector was used
for all the measurements except for those made with the
energy analyser, where a single 3He detector was used
instead. Measurements were made in the temperature
range 0.15 to 10 K. The integrated intensity of the mag-
netic diffuse scattering around the nuclear Bragg peaks
was extracted in the usual manner.41 The plane like dif-
fuse scattering features, however, often had a broad in-
tensity profile which covered a large proportion of the
two-dimensional D10 detector. The selection of the in-
tegration box for these features required a compromise
between getting adequate resolution and the correct rep-
resentation of the diffuse scattering profile.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. (hk0) plane
From earlier measurements on a powder sample of
SrHo2O4, k = 0 magnetic Bragg peaks were expected in
the (hk0) scattering plane,35 similar to what has previ-
ously been observed for SrEr2O4.
34 However, after cool-
ing down the single crystal sample to 0.055 K, no long-
range order was found in the WISH measurements. Fig. 2
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FIG. 2: (Color online) The magnetic contribution to the scat-
tering from SrHo2O4 in the (hk0) plane at a) 0.055 K and b)
0.7 K. The magnetic component was isolated by subtracting
a 1 K background from the single crystal neutron diffraction
data collected using WISH, ISIS.37
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Temperature dependence of several
diffuse peaks intensities in the (hk0) plane as a function of
temperature. The magnetic intensity was isolated by sub-
tracting a 1 K background from data collected using WISH,
ISIS.
shows the observed magnetic scattering (which was iso-
lated by subtracting a 1 K background from the low-
temperature data). From the single crystal data it is
apparent that in the (hk0) plane diffuse magnetic scat-
tering appears around the k = 0 positions and that its
intensity increases rapidly below 0.7 K. Waiting at low-
temperature for a long time for the sample to thermalise
made no measurable difference to the intensity or width
of the diffraction patterns.
It is important to note that in SrHo2O4 at tem-
peratures below 0.7 K the diffuse scattering forms the
same lozenge pattern that is seen at low-temperatures in
SrEr2O4.
34 This is a result of very similar positions of
the magnetic Ln3+ ions in the respective unit cells for
both compounds.
The positions of the observed broad diffuse scattering
peaks in the (hk0) scattering plane are in agreement with
the positions previously reported for a k = 0 structure
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Temperature dependence of the scat-
tering intensity of the (200) reflection from SrHo2O4. The
data are fitted using Gaussian (nuclear) and Lorentzian (mag-
netic) components, and was collected on the D10 instrument
at the ILL. The inset shows the data collected for the nuclear
(200) peak at high temperature with high resolution and the
fitted Gaussian distribution.
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Temperature dependence of the scat-
tering intensity of the (030) reflection from SrHo2O4. The
data are fitted using the Lorentzian distribution and was col-
lected using the D10 instrument at the ILL.
obtained from the powder refinement. However, from the
single crystal experiment no long-range order is actually
observed even though the onset of the diffuse scattering
in the (hk0) plane appears to go through a second-order
phase transition (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 7), and can also
be observed as a clear cusp in single crystal magnetic
susceptibility measurements.29
Although the Q resolution of WISH is good the sample
was kept stationary during the experiments and in or-
der to measure correlation length more accurately, high
resolution scans across the nuclear and magnetic reflec-
tions in the (hk0) plane were performed using the D10
instrument. Temperature dependence of the scattering
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Temperature dependence of the scat-
tering intensity of the (200) reflection from SrHo2O4. The
data are fitted using two Gaussian components (one for nu-
clear and one for magnetic contributions) at all temperatures.
The data were collected using the D10 instrument at the ILL.
intensity for two different types of reflections in the (hk0)
plane of SrHo2O4 are shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
The data in Fig. 4 have been fitted with Gaussian and
Lorentzian components, to account for the nuclear (tem-
perature independent) and magnetic scattering.42 The
nuclear (Gaussian) component was fitted to data col-
lected for (200) at higher temperature with high reso-
lution, and this is shown in the inset to Fig. 4. The data
in Fig. 5 have been fitted using the Lorentzian distri-
bution only, since this is a forbidden reflection in Pnam
symmetry, and purely magnetic scattering is expected.
The data in Fig. 6 have been fitted using two Gaussian
components (one for nuclear and one for magnetic con-
tributions) at all temperatures.42
From the FWHM of the fitted Lorentzian curves to
the diffuse scattering, the correlation lengths were es-
timated using L (A˚) = 2pi(FWHM (A˚−1))−1.43 At the
lowest temperature, the magnetic order is correlated to
L ≈ 150 A˚ in the a-b plane, and to L ≈ 190 A˚ along
the c axis. The integrated intensity and FWHM along h,
and the calculated correlation length along the a axis of
the (030) reflection is plotted as a function of tempera-
ture in Fig. 7. The data for the (030) reflection in Fig. 7
were collected using both the two-dimensional detector
and energy analyser D10 instrument configurations. A
detailed comparison of these two types of measurements
is presented later, see section III C. Overall, the diffuse
scattering in the (hk0) plane shows second-order phase
transition type behaviour, with a marked increase in cor-
relation length below 0.62 K - the temperature at which
a cusp was observed in single crystal magnetic suscepti-
bility measurements.29
Finally, it is important to note that with the improved
instrumental resolution offered by D10, it is possible to
see that there is a small amount of scattering intensity
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FIG. 7: Temperature dependence of the integrated intensity
and the FWHM along h of the (030) reflection from SrHo2O4,
as well as the calculated correlation length, L, along the a
axis. The integrated intensity and the FWHM were extracted
by fitting a Lorentzian distribution to data collected using
the D10 instrument at the ILL in both the area detector and
the energy analyser configurations. For the top panel, the
righthand axis shows the intensity scale for the area detector
instrument configuration. The righthand axis of the bottom
panel is a conversion to how many unit cells the magnetic
order is correlated to. The dashed line indicates 0.62 K -
the temperature at which a cusp is observed in single crystal
magnetic susceptibility measurements.29
at positions forbidden by the Pnam symmetry. This
suggests that the proposed space group is not entirely
appropriate for the SrLn2O4 family of compounds, al-
though the relative intensity of the “forbidden” peaks
is systematically low compared to the intensity of the
allowed nuclear peaks reflections, therefore much more
accurate collection of the intensity of all the peaks is re-
quired in order to solve the crystal structure.
B. (h0l) and (0kl) planes
The intensity maps shown in Fig. 8 summarise the
main results of the single crystal neutron diffraction ex-
periments to investigate the second type of diffuse scat-
tering present in SrHo2O4. The polarized neutron ex-
periments were configured to measure two independent
components of the scattering function, here called the
Non-Spin-Flip (NSF) and Spin-Flip (SF) channels. The
Z polarization direction in our measurements coincides
with the vertical axis, and hence the sum of Z NSF and
Z SF measurements is what would be observed in un-
polarized neutron experiments. The standard data re-
duction formulas utilising all of the XYZ polarized mea-
surements to calculate the purely magnetic contribution
to the scattering39,40 cannot be applied to the SrHo2O4
system, because it is not an isotropically magnetic crys-
tal at low-temperatures. Instead, Fig. 8(a) shows the
intensity measured in the (h0l) plane Z NSF measure-
ment (here, the Z polarization direction coinsides with
the b axis). No extra magnetic features associated with
the (hk±l2 ) planes are observed in the Z SF cross-section
for this sample orientation. Fig. 8(b) shows the data for
the (0kl) plane Z SF measurements (here, the Z polar-
ization direction coinsides with the a axis). Similarly, no
extra magnetic features are observed in the Z NSF cross-
section for the second sample orientation. Nonetheless,
all of the measured Z polarization cross-sections are given
in the supplimentary material. This method of looking at
the magnetic intensity ignores the contribution of com-
ponents of the moments orthogonal to the Z axis in the
(h0l) plane and parallel to the Z axis for the (0kl) plane,
however our complimentary measurements with unpolar-
ized neutrons on the E2 instrument44 also show no new
information on the magnetic structure compared to the
D7 results.
Measurements of the (h0l) and (0kl) scattering planes
reveal broad “rod”-like features at half-integer positions
along the l-axis observed at all measured temperatures.
The position of the rods along l suggests that the unit
cell for this magnetic structure is doubled along the c
axis. In the (h0l) plane, the rods extend along the h-
direction which implies that the magnetic moments are
only weakly correlated along the a axis. Also, in the
(0kl) plane, the rods extend along the k-direction, so
the magnetic moments are only weakly correlated along
the b axis. The presence of the “rods” along two or-
thogonal directions means that the diffuse scattering is a
two-dimensional structure in reciprocal space. Hence the
correlations of this type of short-range order in SrHo2O4
are one-dimensional in real space.
At the lowest temperature of 0.055 K the “rods” of dif-
fuse scattering are most intense and approximate straight
lines perpendicular to the l-direction. In the (h0l) plane
areas of greater intensity along the rod can also be seen
at even integer h. There is no pronounced decay of in-
tensity for the “rods” with increasing h, k or l than what
is likely due to the magnetic form factor. On warming
the system to 0.75 K the one-dimensional scattering in
both the (h0l) and (0kl) planes is still very intense, and
for the (0kl) plane it is little different to what is ob-
served at base temperature. However, in the (h0l) plane
there is no longer any modulation of the intensity along
the rods. Thus the onset of the diffuse scattering in the
(hk0) plane below 0.7 K seems to only affect the modu-
lation of the intensity along the rods in the (h0l) plane,
with no other effect on the diffraction pattern of the sec-
ond diffuse phase. In order to explain this lack of cou-
pling between the two types of short-range ordering, we
suggest that each of the crystallographically inequivalent
Ho3+ sites in SrHo2O4 contributes to only one of the
two coexisting structures. At much higher temperatures,
T = 4.5 K, there is still some intensity in the diffuse
component of the total scattering, for example shown in
the righthand panels of Figure 8. The “rods” are now
much wider along the l-direction, and they appear to be
a lot less straight. The one-dimensional order persists
over a wide temperature range, and the onset of these
6FIG. 8: (Color online) Intensity maps of the scattering from SrHo2O4 at different temperatures, made from data collected
using the D7 instrument38–40 at the ILL. (a) The Z non-spin-flip scattering in the (h0l) plane and (b) the Z spin-flip scattering
intensity in the (0kl) plane. For both sample orientations “rods” of scattering intensity at (h0 1
2
) and (0k 1
2
) and symmetry
related positions are visible at low temperature. In the (0kl) plane at 0.055 K diffuse magnetic peaks associated with the k = 0
structure are also visible.
correlations may be observed with bulk heat capacity
measurements (as the broad peak around 3.5 K shown
in the inset of Fig. 3 in Ref. 45).
From the Z polarization direction NSF and SF data,
some conclusions can be drawn about the nature of this
diffuse magnetic scattering. In the (0kl) measurement
the diffuse scattering appears at the (0k 12 ) and symme-
try equivalent positions only in the SF channel. This
demonstrates that the spin structure has no components
parallel to the Z direction which coincides with the crys-
tallographic direction a in this measurement, i.e. all of
the magnetic moments lie in the b-c plane. In the (h0l)
measurement the diffuse scattering appears at the (h0 12 )
and symmetry equivalent positions only in the NSF mea-
surement, which indicates that in this low-dimensional
magnetic structure all of the spins lie parallel with the b
axis.
The diffuse scattering peaks associated with the k = 0
magnetic structure are only visible in the Z SF data for
both the (h0l) and (0kl) scattering planes. This means
that all of the spins that give rise to the k = 0 scattering
are parallel with the c axis. This is in agreement with the
previously proposed magnetic structure that was estab-
lished from a refinement performed using powder neutron
diffraction data.35 Single ion anisotropy, due to the crys-
tal field, may be responsible for the magnetic moments
on the two crystallographically inequivalent sites point-
ing along two orthogonal principal axes.
The Q resolution of D7 does not allow for the pre-
cise investigation of the structure of the planes of diffuse
scattering, so the D10 diffractometer was used to further
examine the “rod” like features. Scans along the rods at
0.15 K indicate that there is a pronounced Q-dependence
to the scattering intensity, and to illustrate this, data for
the (h0 12 ) rod is shown in Fig. 9. At the lowest temper-
ature the scattering appears to be most intense near the
integer values of h. Upon raising the temperature the Q-
dependence becomes less pronounced, but the scattering
intensity remains measurable above background even at
temperatures as high as 1.8 K, as expected from the D7
measurements. In order to have a complete picture of
the one-dimensional scattering, scans across the “rods”
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Q-dependence of the scattering inten-
sity along one of the “rods” in the (h0l) plane measured at
different temperatures for the SrHo2O4 crystal using the D10
instrument at the ILL. At the lowest temperature of 0.15 K,
the scattering is most intense at even integer values of h. As
the temperature is increased to 1.83 K, the diffuse scattering
is still measurable above background, but the Q-dependence
of the scattering intensity along the “rod” is no longer present.
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FIG. 10: (Color online) Temperature dependence of the in-
tegrated intensity of the diffuse magnetic scattering around
(20 1
2
), measured using the D10 instrument at the ILL. The
data have been fitted using a Lorentzian distribution.
along the l-direction were also performed. The tempera-
ture dependence of the integrated intensity of the diffuse
magnetic scattering across (20l) is shown in Fig. 10 as
an example. At the lowest temperature the moments
are highly correlated around l = 12 . Upon raising the
temperature the scattering becomes less intense and less
symmetrical about l = 12 . Unlike the lozenge-type diffuse
scattering seen in the (hk0) plane, the diffuse scattering
intensity seen in the (h0l) and (0kl) planes appears to be
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FIG. 11: Temperature dependence of the integrated intensity
and the FWHM along l of the (20 1
2
) reflection from SrHo2O4.
The calculated correlation length, L, along the c axis is shown
in the bottom panel, with the righthand axis giving a conver-
sion to how many unit cells the magnetic order is correlated
to. The integrated intensity and the FWHM were extracted
by fitting a Lorentzian distribution to data collected using the
D10 instrument at the ILL.
a smooth function of temperature, with no well-defined
transition, just a gradual building-up of one-dimensional
correlations.
From the FWHM of the fitted Lorentzian curves to
the diffuse scattering, the correlation lengths were esti-
mated as described previously.46 At the lowest tempera-
ture, the (hk±l2 ) planes of diffuse scattering are correlated
to L ≈ 230 A˚ along the c axis. The integrated intensity
and FWHM along l, and the calculated correlation length
along the c axis of the (20 12 ) reflection are plotted as a
function of temperature in Fig. 11. The diffuse scatter-
ing does not show any abrupt transition, demonstrating
a gradual build-up of correlations with decreasing tem-
perature.
It is interesting to note that this type of diffuse scatter-
ing was expected from the previously collected diffraction
data on powder samples of SrHo2O4.
28,35 Broad features
were seen at Q = (00 12 ) and symmetry related positions.
However, from the powder data alone it could not be es-
tablished whether the diffuse scattering was one- or two-
dimensional.
C. Energy analysis
Using the D10 instrument with the vertically focussing
PG analyser both types of diffuse scattering found in
SrHo2O4 were investigated. Comparison of the data col-
lected with the analyser and with the 2-dimensional area
detector data for the (030) magnetic reflection at the low-
est temperature is shown in Fig. 12. The statistics are
much lower for the data collected in the analyser config-
uration. The peaks are fitted with a Lorentzian distri-
bution, and the resulting FWHM for the two datasets is
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FIG. 12: (Color online) Comparison of the magnetic contri-
bution to the scattering from SrHo2O4 when scanning across
the (030) peak in a) 2-dimensional area detector configura-
tion and b) energy analyser configuration. The peaks are
fitted with a Lorentzian distribution, where the FWHM are
a) (0.052 ± 0.001) A˚−1 and b) (0.049 ± 0.001) A˚−1.
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FIG. 13: (Color online) Comparison of the diffuse magnetic
scattering when scanning along (20l) in a) 2-dimensional
area detector configuration and b) energy analyser configu-
ration. When the data are fitted with a Lorentzian distribu-
tion, where the FWHM are a) (0.039 ± 0.002) A˚−1 and b)
(0.029 ± 0.003) A˚−1.
in reasonable agreement. This indicates that the diffuse
scattering that appears around the peaks in the (hk0)
plane is elastic within the energy resolution of the anal-
yser.
Scans along (00l) at several integer positions of h were
performed to check the diffuse scattering profile of the
planes with an improved energy resolution. The compar-
ison of the data collected using the 2-dimensional area
detector and that using the analyser configuration for
the (20 12 ) reflection at 0.60 K is shown in Fig. 13. Here,
the FWHM is fairly close for both datasets, taking into
account that the statistics for data collected with the
analyser configuration are significantly lower. This indi-
cates that the diffuse scattering that appears in planes
at (hk ±l2 ) is mostly elastic within the energy resolution
of the analyser.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have probed the low-temperature magnetic struc-
ture of SrHo2O4 by measuring the neutron diffraction
in three planes orthogonal to the principal axes of the
crystal. For this compound there appear to be two dis-
tinct types of short-range magnetic order, which can be
inferred from the diffraction patterns, arising from the
two crystallographically inequivalent sites for the Ho3+
ions in the unit cell. In the (hk0) plane diffuse magnetic
scattering appears around the k = 0 positions at temper-
atures below 0.7 K. The Ho3+ spins that participate in
this short-range structure are antiferromagnetically cou-
pled and are collinear with the c axis. Whereas another
type of magnetic order forms nearly perfect planes of
diffuse scattering which appear as “rods” of scattering
intensity seen in both the (h0l) and (0kl) planes in recip-
rocal space at Q = (00 12 ) and symmetry related positions.
This observation suggests that the second type of short-
range order present in SrHo2O4 is almost perfectly one-
dimensional in nature. From the XYZ-polarized neutron
measurements it is obvious that the spins that partic-
ipate in this second structure are antiferromagnetically
coupled and point along the b axis. The planes of diffuse
scattering have internal structure, with maxima of inten-
sity occurring at even integer h positions at the lowest
temperature. Both types of diffuse scattering in SrHo2O4
appear to be elastic within the energy resolution of the
analyser.
The coexistence of two distinct types of magnetism
is similar to what is observed at low-temperatures in
SrEr2O4. Both compounds have a magnetic component
with the propagation vector k = 0 in the (hk0) plane
below a well-defined transition temperature, as well as
the one-dimensional scattering that is observed at much
higher temperatures.
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